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mention of  Celia Cruz and her legacy. She also highlights the remarkable

contributions of  Fannie Lou Hamer, expresses her solidarity for Coretta Scott King,

reminisces her close association with the Black leader Martin Luther King Jr.,

discusses her bitter-sweet experiences of  marriage with Paul Du Feu, offers a note

of  gratitude to her long lost lovers and captures a verse on the instincts of  survival.
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The volume in tracing the significant literary history of  America that

encompasses multiple voices of  the nation, both narrates and re-examines the

continuously evolving American experience in a bid to explore newer aspects of

growth and development in American literary history. It contains informative

entries on some of  the leading American writers and intellectuals such as Anne

Bradstreet, Phillis Wheatley, Nathaniel Hawthorne, Herman Melville, Emily

Dickinson, Edith Wharton, W.E.B. Du Bois, Gertrude Stein, Ernest Hemingway,

Eugene O’ Neill, Jean Toomer, William Faulkner, Saul Bellow, Robert Lowell,

Flannery O’ Connor, Philip Roth and Toni Morrison to mention a few. Further,

the volume contains serially arranged essays which interestingly captures the

composite culture that defines the American nation.

In broad strokes, the reader will find a wide range of  information starting

from the sea journey of  Christopher Columbus to America in 1507 to the

American nation being placed on a world map in 1607; the Salem Witchcraft

trials of  1692 to the Declaration of   Independence in 1776; changing literary

trends from the Gothic to Transnational Poetry; days of  Jim Crow to the Civil

Rights; the Cherokee Nation’s decision to Democracy in America; from the Slave

narratives in 1838 to the American Transcendalist movement of  1855; from John

Muir’s Nature writing(1879) and introduction of  Motion Pictures (1888) to the
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invention of  Blues music (1903); and the first black President in the history of

America, Barack Obama (2008) to numerous other significant developments that

has come to define newer ways of  reading the history of  the nation.
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What makes a nation great? Is it macro economic growth, industrial growth,

technological growth or a strong political system? We may put our arguments

from different perspectives. But, ultimately one must return to the roots. It is

people who form a nation, build a country or run a system. The next question is

what kind of  people can make a noble and developed nation in a true sense?

Here comes the role of  the smallest social group-the family. This fundamental

but complex subject is discussed in the book The Family and the Nation by two

prominent personalities, Acharya Mahapragya and Dr. A.P.J.Abdul Kalam. Acharya

Mahapragya is a Jain monk, Dr. A.P.J. Kalam is a visionary of  contemporary

India both belonging to different social backgrounds. While one had embarked

the spiritual path at the tender age of  ten, the other was a man of  science and

politics. However, their common understanding of  a model Indian society, as

well as, the nation, respect for some universal values that define the notion of

‘Bharat’ brought them together towards exchanging thoughts and ideas which

are essential, spiritual and practical in nature. In the words of  Dr. Kalam, “We

thought over the question of  how a noble nation could be formed and came to

the conclusion that its seeds need to be sown in a family.”

The book is divided into two parts with the titles ‘The Evolution’ and ‘The

Individual, The Family and The Nation’ respectively. While the first part deals

with the dynamics and evolutionary process of  the Indian culture, it also delves

on the idea of  unity. The writings highlight the elements that led to the growth of
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